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Campus Safety Follow Up

President Robert C. Robbins <president@comms.arizona.edu>
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Dear Students and Colleagues,
Last week, many of us came together to honor the memory and to celebrate

the life of Professor Tom Meixner, who was so tragically killed on October 5.

Tom was an amazing man, whose impact went well beyond his immediate

colleagues and students, family and friends. Our thoughts are with all of

them, including members of the Department of Hydrology & Atmospheric

Sciences, who have our unequivocal support.

As you know, last week I announced a broad, independent expert review of

our campus security, which will include how the University handled the

matters involving the shooter. I understand that there are many questions

about what the University knew about the behavior of a former student, its

response to that behavior, and what more might have been done to prevent

the tragedy. I also recognize that many of you have suggestions, thoughts,

and concerns that you want to share with us.

As we await the conclusions and potential recommendations from the review,

and in the interest of openness and transparency, I first want to share with

you some of the steps that the University took to address the threatening

behavior from the former student. If we could have done better, we will

acknowledge it and make changes. But I do believe it is important for you to

know that the University took action in regard to the conduct directed toward

Professor Meixner and others.

In January 2022, the former student initially was prohibited from

University property.

https://view.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=9b47ad41fe51666c8f3f524ee42b143ace91be9aa180ad84f8c41ce34853da71c00f38d9be7a775ac89093aa6a6fe898a2eb8cb8ca89463299fe3093af41ceefc11877373e628e0adcf5ff6cf4c1ebb89ad2f65a595bef03
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=842cf158f8e85163f58156fffa0023407fd4614b5a6f76af29620bb83c861529e7270a988fc16183e8e5abb6d18c1a1a8583780ed5a5189b732c492bf397dce5
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=842cf158f8e85163c03ec408a2a7814ce14e8bb2d855ecb8b8ff771a2ed1c1e9935e476181fda8c725baed4c0491858e25090da188b2ad37a28d87c5ce4c56c6
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=842cf158f8e85163f4211d1f62228aabef596658d6c8f1646c628687ec573a70ed45b58c0a8ceada51f8ec2e832234bd31426c6cd23e44133296db34b7e76135
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In February 2022, the Dean of Students determined that the former 
student had violated the Student Code of Conduct and recommended 
expulsion for his behavior directed at University personnel.

The University assisted the Department of Hydrology & Atmospheric 
Sciences in moving faculty.

Department leadership was provided with pictures of the former 
student to distribute to members of the department with instructions on 
how and when to call police.

The University changed the entry passwords for rooms to which the 
former student had access as a graduate student.

The University contacted the former student s̓ previous educational 
institution to ascertain additional information about his history, but to no 
avail.

The University educated impacted faculty on the legal options available 
to them—including the filing of harassment charges and injunctions—as 
well as the opportunity to pursue criminal charges against the former 
student with the Pima County Attorney s̓ Office (PCAO).

In the Spring of 2022, UAPD brought information forward to the PCAO 
in an attempt to charge the former student based on his 
communications directed toward a University staff member. The PCAO 
declined to move forward with charges.

University of Arizona Police Department (UAPD officers made at least 
two visits to the former student s̓ home to follow up on threats he had 
made against University personnel. Officers spoke with him on one of 
those occasions in April.

In June 2022, at the conclusion of the disciplinary proceedings 
following his appeal, the former student was formally expelled. Upon 
expulsion from the University, he was permanently banned from 
campus and university activities.

In August 2022, the University diverted incoming emails from the 
former student to University email accounts into a separate email 
account that could be reviewed by UAPD and certain other parties.

In mid-September 2022, UAPD again sought charges against the 
former student by bringing information forward to PCAO regarding the 
former student s̓ harassment of faculty. As of this date, the PCAO has 
not notified UAPD of its determination on those charges.

Since the tragic killings of three University employees nearly twenty years

ago, the University has had in place a Threat Assessment Management

Team, composed of multi-disciplinary experts from across the University to

evaluate and respond to threatening or potentially violent situations. TAMT is
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there to assist faculty, staff, and students, and ANY member of the University 

community can reach out to TAMT to report threats at hr.arizona.edu/tam.

In addition, I want to remind you that our Critical Incident Response Team

(CIRT) is there to provide you with support, tips, and resources, and I would 
strongly encourage all of you to visit cirt.arizona.edu for information.

I understand that, ultimately, the actions of University personnel and of 
others in the months leading up to last week s̓ tragedy did not prevent this 
tragic loss of life. However, as the information shared above indicates, the 
University did take action within our authority—we worked closely with the 
faculty in the Department of Hydrology & Atmospheric Sciences and took 
their concerns seriously; we took prudent measures available to us under the 
law to keep our faculty, staff, and students safe; and we pursued criminal 
charges against the student. We have people and processes in place to 
respond to potential threats and concerning conduct on campus because we 
know that your safety and security is fundamental to your work, research, 
and studies.  We also do this because we care.

The independent review will help inform us about what additional or different 
steps could have been taken to better protect our faculty, staff, students, and 
visitors and how we can improve our response, policies, and procedures 
involving campus safety and security in the future. We will share changes and 
new initiatives as they are implemented.

In the weeks ahead, members of the administration will meet with faculty and 
staff from every college across campus to listen to your concerns, to receive 
your suggestions and to answer your questions as we are able. In the 
meantime, I invite you to provide your thoughts, concerns, and suggestions 
regarding campus safety directly to our leadership team by submitting your 
anonymous comments via this online form. Each comment will be read, and 
every suggestion will be considered. Everything is on the table for 
consideration, including the examination of how the University can enhance 
its approach to violent threats while balancing civil liberty protections with 
the health and safety of our community; the implementation of more 
stringent physical security for our campus and buildings; and how we can 
support changes to external systems that respond to threats and acts of 
violence on campuses.

Thank you to all of our faculty, staff, students, and community members who

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=842cf158f8e8516338c4a464779b5d29f8e43380f2134913ee806189f3a17e2ba83bc021549d62f3c19fd0e70c8ed09e45875cd1b20522c115bc8994a109b2cd
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=842cf158f8e85163892f3653166ee6a432a800f78e80b3f62acb97113949c9e107a5456f5b4220bf26f3c9ca0c46c18184893712edf524008cc70e810b9a4394
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=842cf158f8e85163a84da5f8ba1546b78f32437bade29d5f355fd599ecd2df95de5fbdc09b76a44ea475c926bf61d89e08d8eef656d66e411da4bb1dba97f2c7
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have stepped up to offer your support, your cooperation, your collaboration, 

and your compassion during this difficult time. We are a resilient community, 

and we will move forward, together.

Sincerely,

Robert C. Robbins, M.D.

President

The University of Arizona

Campus Safety Survey

Please share your thoughts, concerns, and suggestions regarding campus

safety. To complete the survey anonymously, click or tap on the link below.

CLICK OR TAP TO COMPLETE THE SURVEY

This email was sent to: all students, faculty, staff, and DCCs.

Privacy Statement

University of Arizona, 1200 E. University Blvd., Tucson, AZ 85721, US
© Copyright 2022 The University of Arizona. All rights reserved.

Land Acknowledgment

We respectfully acknowledge the University of Arizona is on the land and territories of

Indigenous peoples. Today, Arizona is home to 22 federally recognized tribes, with

Tucson being home to the Oʼodham and the Yaqui. Committed to diversity and

inclusion, the University strives to build sustainable relationships with sovereign Native

Nations and Indigenous communities through education offerings, partnerships, and

community service.

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=842cf158f8e85163c8870d3b524c17ca33cf1446abf4438833a13d9a1f15715db3ee362c35229a9f3feed74c361cd06198a4d51f775f8e9202c2f679a6aeee29
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=842cf158f8e85163a94e33c27f8c41fa839dd4e00ef0bad9d8f6939216b9b5f3e9c0cf7bcf44c721befb9f1650eca39e987981687f7bcf9cae7b108ab7d29955
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=842cf158f8e8516363f3d4d8afcd55b5cdc082114d5a592bc478db95e22dfd4a29c7d23516b95f09bc10cbd5e390063b20d3d30db073e8b2188ccf5f73846b5b



